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 2. To open the downloaded rar file, use Windows Explorer. Q: how to convert DataSet to DataTable using Linq or other ways i
have a dataset,how to convert it to datatable using linq. thank you A: If you have a DataSet called ds, use var dt = ds.Tables[0];

you can use Linq to databse to convert a DataSet to a DataTable var dt = (from item in ds.Tables[0].AsEnumerable() select
item).CopyToDataTable(); If you use LINQ to DataSet (Linq to DataSet), you can use this method: public static DataTable

ToDataTable(this DataSet dataSet) { DataTable dataTable = new DataTable(); using (var adapter = new
DataSetAdapter(dataSet)) { adapter.Fill(dataTable); } return dataTable; } Call it like this: var dataTable =

dataSet.ToDataTable(); The present invention relates to a data processing apparatus, a data processing method, and a data
processing system, and more particularly to a data processing apparatus, a data processing method, and a data processing system

which are capable of increasing the communication efficiency. The object of the data processing apparatus according to the
present invention is to increase the communication efficiency by reducing the processing load of a control device of a data

processing system, without deteriorating the communication efficiency. According to the present invention, there is provided a
data processing apparatus comprising: a control device which is for controlling a plurality of data processing apparatuses and
which communicates with one another through a communications bus; and a data processing apparatus which is capable of
communicating with the control device through the communications bus, and which processes input data received from the

control device and returns output data to the control device. The data processing apparatus according to the present invention
further comprises: an input data buffer for storing the input data; and an output data buffer for storing the output data
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